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Introduction 

Tokenization is the process of digitizing assets, such as equity, debt, and asset-backed 
securities, like Real Estate. The ownership of the asset is recorded on the blockchain, and 
its shareholders receive tokens, which are digital representations of shares that provide 
shareholders with immutable ownership.  

Digital asset securities provide a pathway to liquidity, as they can be traded 24/7 on a 
global scale instantly after issuance (unless the issuer decides to include a vesting period).
The tokenized shares can be easily integrated into secondary market places, where on 
trades shareholders enjoy the benefits of instant settlement without counterparty 
risks.

Digital Asset Securities (or “security tokens”) enable a 100% digital experience, removing 
lag-time while providing real-time data on cap tables and shareholder activity. Regulatory 
restrictions are enforced in smart contracts, which means compliance is automatically 
assessed so that only verified shareholders can hold and trade the digital shares.

Securitize offers a regulated, end-to-end digital solution to facilitate the tokenization 
of assets, enable capital raises and provide the potential for shareholder liquidity.

Tokenize your shares or asset with Securitize.
Our goal is to make this process as low-touch and smooth as possible, and throughout 
you’ll be guided by one of our Client Success Managers. 
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1. Client Onboarding

● General information on your company and brand 
assets, required for the configuration of your 
Securitize Issuer Portal and Investor dashboard. 

● Indication of compliance restrictions and legal 
documentation, such as the subscription 
agreement.

● Account set-up to facilitate your token offering, 
such as Docusign for countersignature during the 
STO and a CryptoCustudy account.

2. Enable Digital Access to Manage Tokens
Part of getting ready for tokenization is establishing an interface where you and your 
investors can access the tokens.

Issuer Portal
You and your team will be given login access to a 
customized digital interface to manage your 
cap-table, track token ownership, communicate 
with your shareholders, and much more.  

Within your Issuer Portal, we will configure the 
specifics of your offering, such as available 
currencies, minimum investment amounts, start 
date, token price, subscription agreements, and 
other related data. This will be visible to the 
investors if and when you host a Security Token 
Offering / capital raise. 

Investor Dashboard
Customized with your brand assets, investors will have access to relevant information about your 
token, your company, and to manage any tokens they hold as a shareholder. You have access to 
edit and add content to this page at any time, including imagery, videos and reports.  

There are a few initial items to kick-start the process, such as: 
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3. Prepare for Tokenization

Determine the Blockchain  
Several blockchains are suitable for tokenization, however, there are differences worth taking 
into account when selecting the right blockchain, such as gas fees, interoperability with the 
ecosystem and whether there are custodians that operate with the blockchain of selection. 

Securitize is blockchain agnostic and has created integrations with several blockchains, such as 
Ethereum, Algorand and Avalanche.  We work with you to identify the most appropriate blockchain 
for your tokenization.  

Define the Smart Contract
Prior to tokenizing an asset or security, it’s necessary to establish what rights will be given to 
shareholders (i.e. voting rights), how many tokens will be issued and what compliance requirements 
and legal limitations, such as jurisdictional restrictions, should the digital asset include.

Once these conditions have been defined, we set up the smart contracts for the tokens and 
introduce the configuration in the Securitize Control Panel, which is linked to your Issuer Portal.  

The Digital Security protocol is leveraged to automate and enforce compliance, 
by, for example, only allowing transfers between KYC’d - whitelisted, and verified 
wallets.

https://securitize.io/resources/protocols
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Enable the Issuance
Once an investment round has completed, or the 
full cap-table has been uploaded to your Issuer 
Panel, Securitize will deploy the smart contracts 
on your behalf.

Issuance
Once the smart contracts are deployed, the 
tokens can be issued to each investor. To facilitate 
the process, your Securitize Client Success 
Manager will complete the issuance for you via 
the Issuer Portal.  Your investors are notified 
when the tokens are issued.

Optional Book-entry
If an investor has not added a personal wallet to their investor dashboard, we will also keep track 
of their shares via traditional book-entry.  

4. Deploy the Tokens

5. Manage the Lifecycle of the Token
Transfer Agent services can ensure you’re prepared to easily navigate the lifecycle of 
the token, from payouts, distribution and liquidity, to downstream investor 
challenges, such as death, divorce, lost digital asset wallet keys.

Payouts and Distribution
Within your Issuer Portal you can easily manage the distribution of dividends and other payouts, 
as it will give you an accurate overview of your past and current cap table. 

Lost or Stolen Tokens 
In the unfortunate event of stolen or lost access to wallets, via our Digital Transfer Agent we 
can easily destroy the tokens and reissue the corresponding tokens to a new wallet the 
investor provides. You will be able to keep track of this via your Issuer Portal. 
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Lost or Stolen Tokens 
In the unfortunate event of stolen or lost access to 
wallets, via our Digital Transfer Agent we can easily 
destroy the tokens and reissue the corresponding 
tokens to a new wallet the investor provides. You 
will be able to keep track of this via your Issuer 
Portal. 

5. Manage the Lifecycle of the Token

Provide Liquidity
In addition to our tokenization solution, you can activate secondary trading on 
Securitize Markets to provide liquidity to your token holders. 
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Get started at: securitize.io/resources/security-token-offering 

http://securitize.io/resources/security-token-offering

